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Say “I do!” 

Celebrate your love surrounded by a spectacular  
mountain landscape that will set your heart racing. 

Mammoth and June Mountain weddings are legendary for the 
unique alpine locations that offer stunning Sierra scenery, 
no matter the season. Choose from two mountains resorts, 
ten ceremony sites and eleven reception sites to create an 
unparalleled celebration of your new adventure together.

WEDDINGS AT  
MAMMOTH & JUNE
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Natural Beauty
Take in the crystal-clear alpine lakes and 
exposed granite cliffs as far as you can see. 

The aromatic essence of pine trees, 
and the occasional deer sighting create 
an remarkable atmosphere for your 
summer destination wedding. 

Hold a quiet and secluded ceremony nestled 
in the woods or have all your friends and 
family arrive to your celebration by way of a 
scenic chairlift or gondola up the mountain – 
there are plenty of options for every bride 
and groom at Mammoth and June.

SUMMER WEDDINGS
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White  Wedding
Have your dream day in this snow-
covered winter wonderland. 

Roaring fireplaces, spiced beverages, 
and pillows of untouched snow create a 
romantic atmosphere for any ceremony or 
reception. Pose at the top of the mountain 
with the Eastern Sierra as your backdrop for 
extraordinary photographs. If you’re feeling 
really adventurous, you can ski or snowboard 
down from the summit after exchanging 
vows for an adrenaline-filled finale.

WINTER WEDDINGS
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Sierra Star Golf Course
Sierra Star Golf Course is the most stunning, manicured, outdoor venue the Eastern 
Sierra has to offer. Snow-capped peaks can be seen from every direction and 
the course is rich with winding mountain streams, lush wildflowers and fairways 
lined with Jeffrey pines. Hop in a golf cart for some fun “Just Married” photos 
or share your first putt together as a couple to commemorate the event.

CEREMONY  
& RECEPTION 

Ceremony for 200

Reception Tent 
Seats 150

Summer Only

Family-Style 
or Chef’s Table 
Catering

Tent Option 
Available
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 The Mill Café & Sundeck
Wooden floors, vaulted ceilings, a stone fireplace and mountain views make 
this charming ski cabin an ideal setting for your rustic mountain wedding.

Located at the base of several groomed tree-lined trails, enjoy a cozy indoor ambiance 
during your winter reception, or celebrate a gorgeous spring day full of Eastern 
Sierra sunshine at the firepit on the large, outdoor sundeck with warm beverages.

CEREMONY  
& RECEPTION 

Accommodates 60

Year-Round

Family-Style 
or Chef’s Table 
Catering
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Camp High Sierra
Steeped in rich Mammoth history and situated in a pine and fir 
forest, the historic lodge at Camp High Sierra delivers a charming 
barn feel with its wooden floors and walls, and open-rafter ceiling. 

The large stone fireplaces make this rustic venue perfect 
for an intimate fall ceremony and reception.

CEREMONY  
& RECEPTION 

Accommodates 80

September & 
October Only

Family-Style 
or Chef’s Table 
Catering
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 June Mountain
Make a memorable grand entrance for your joyful outdoor wedding 
with a whimsical ride up a chairlift before walking down the 
aisle to tie the knot at June Mountain’s scenic overlook. 

Located mid-mountain, this venue showcases the glittering lakes and 
forests below. After the ceremony, bring your wedding celebration indoors. 
The rustic chalet features a stone fireplace, high ceilings with open rafters, 
and a wall of windows to highlight the breathtaking mountains views. 

Only twenty minutes north of Mammoth Lakes, the drive to 
June Lake offers a spectacular tour of the Eastern Sierra. 

CEREMONY  
& RECEPTION 

Accommodates 175

Summer (Private)

Chef’s Table 
Catering 
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CEREMONY  
& RECEPTION 

Top of the Mountain 
Outdoor Ceremony 
Accommodates 150 
Standing Guests

Eleven53  
Indoor Ceremony 
Accomodates 70 
Standing Guests

Eleven53  
Indoor Reception 
Accomodates 50 
Seated Guests

Year-Round

Family-Style or  
Chef’s Table Catering

 Eleven53 &  the  
 Top of the Mountain
Nothing beats the excitement of tying the knot at 11,053 feet. Surrounded by an endless 
landscape at the summit of Mammoth Mountain, this unique outdoor venue gives 
adventure-seeking brides and grooms the chance to create the wedding of a lifetime. 

Accessible by our scenic Panorama Gondola, guests can ascend the mountain while enjoying 
a glass of champagne and taking in the jaw-dropping views in anticipation of your event. 

As the only indoor facility at the top of the mountain, celebrate your nuptials at the 
Eleven53 Interpretive Center for the ceremony or as the customizable reception area. 
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McCoy Station & Sundeck
Located mid-mountain at 9,630 feet, a scenic gondola ride carries your wedding party 
to this truly unique site. The McCoy Station Sundeck is a wonderful location for a 
mountain ceremony providing a comfortable outdoor environment with it’s protective 
glass panels that allow you and your guests to  take in the stunning mountain vistas.

Atop McCoy Station, the rooftop deck is a perfect location for a larger outdoor 
ceremony with 360° views. Inside McCoy Station is an ideal area for large reception 
parties and a popular choice for couples who want plenty of open space. 

CEREMONY  
& RECEPTION 

Sundeck Ceremony 
Accommodates 150 
(Year-Round)

Rooftop Ceremony 
Accommodates 250 
(Summer Only)

Indoor Reception 
Accommodates 250 
(Year-Round)

Family-Style, Chef’s 
Table Catering, or 
Plated Dinner
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 Parallax
Mammoth’s only on-mountain fine dining restaurant, Parallax is the perfect 
venue for your elegant evening reception. Arrive in style with your wedding 
party by way of the Panorama Gondola, then indulge in a sensuous dining 
experience with your loved ones. Celebrate with your party as the setting sun 
provides a romantic glow on the mountainside just outside large windows.

RECEPTION 

Accommodates 80

Year-Round

Family-Style, Chef’s 
Table Catering, or 
Plated Dinner
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CEREMONY  

Accommodates  
80 Seated,  
150 Standing

Summer Only

 Forest Chapel
Located across an arched footbridge over Twin Lakes, Forest Chapel is an 
outdoor-lover’s paradise. This enchanting timber chapel is in a lakeside clearing 
where you and your loved ones can enjoy a secluded ceremony under the 
trees. It’s no wonder that this is our most popular summer ceremony site. 
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Reds Lake
Located on the back side of Mammoth Mountain, this rural lakeside location 
is ideal for an outdoor summer ceremony. Surrounded by pine forests with 
dramatic mountain views in every direction, the sandy beach of this alpine lake 
is a perfect setting for your special day, no matter the size of your party.

CEREMONY  

Standing Room 

Summer Only
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RECEPTION  

Accommodates 50

Summer Only

Catering through 
The Lakefront 
Restaurant

 Lakeside Yurt
Light, airy and intimate, this charming yurt nestled on the banks of Twin Lakes 
is the perfect venue for the couple who wants a smaller reception without 
losing quality. Located near Forest Chapel and Tamarack Lodge, this option 
offers a beautiful wilderness background with plenty of activities nearby.
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RECEPTION  

Accommodates 150 

Year-Round

Family-Style/Chef’s 
Table Catering

Eagle Lodge
If you plan on having a larger wedding, this unique location is perfect for you. The 
spacious indoor facility offers plenty of room for dining, dancing and entertaining. 

Complete with a built-in bar and within walking distance to lodging 
accommodations at Juniper Springs Resort, Eagle Lodge includes it all. 
Located at the base of the Eagle Express chairlift, treat your guests to a 
scenic ride for a fun experience and a fantastic photo opportunity.
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The Heart of Mammoth – 
Located in The Village

Gateway to Adventure – 
Located at Main Lodge

Your Mountainside Home – 
Located at Eagle lodge

Full-Service Luxury –  
Located in The Village

A Classic Lakeside Retreat – 
Located in the Lakes Basin

 Lodging
The Mammoth Lodging Collection offers the 
widest selection of rooms, cabins, and condos 
in town. Each property provides full hotel 
services and is the hub for your future event.
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Getting Here
Year-round daily flights from Los Angeles and winter service from Southern 
California, San Francisco and Denver offer quick and easy travel to Mammoth 
Lakes. Guests staying at Mammoth Lodging Collection properties will be arrive 
at  their accommodations in minutes on the complimentary airport shuttle.

The drive to Mammoth offers a spectacular tour of the Eastern Sierra. From the moment 
you hit the highway, you travel through one of the most beautiful portions of California. 
Valleys give way to mountains and energy builds until Mammoth Mountain looms in 
the distance. Access Mammoth from all directions via the scenic north-to-south Hwy 
395, running along the eastern edge of California’s Sierra Nevada mountain range.

ORANGE 
COUNTY

LAS VEGAS

RENO

SAN 
FRANCISCO

DENVER

MAMMOTH
LAKES

5 HOUR DRIVE

3.5 HOUR DRIVE

5 HOUR DRIVE
LOS ANGELES

BURBANK

TRAVEL 

Direct Flights  
to/from Burbank,  
Los Angeles,  
Orange County,  
San Francisco  
and Denver.

Mammoth
Lakes

Mammoth Yosemite Airport

June Lake (22 mi. / 35 km)
Yosemite East Entrance (42 mi. / 67.5 km)

Los Angeles (302 mi. / 486 km)

Orange County (333 mi. / 536 km)

San Diego (389 mi. / 626 km)

8 mi. / 13 km to Mammoth Lakes

Reds Meadows
Devils Postpile

Mammoth Mountain
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Summer 
Mammoth and June also offer the most extensive 
activity packages in the High Sierra for you and your 
guests to be entertained during your summer stay. 

HIKING, FISHING & SIGHTSEEING 
Mammoth Lakes is a haven for hiking, fishing and horseback 
riding. Go sightseeing to Reds Meadow for spectacular views 
of the waterfalls or to Devils Postpile National Monument

Take a Scenic Gondola Ride on the Panorama Gondola 
and explore the history and geology of the region. 

THE ADVENTURE CENTER  
Located at Main Lodge, the Mammoth Adventure 
Center is your portal to the best family fun 
and outdoor activities in the region. 

Children will love our zip line, rock climbing wall, Woolly’s 
Mining Co., bungee trampoline and the new ropes course. 

Thrill seekers will find extreme fun flying down the 
biggest vertical drop of any zip-lining experience 
in the country on the Mammoth Mega Zip.

MOUNTAIN BIKING  
The Mammoth Bike Park offers some of the best lift-served 
mountain biking in North America. With a dedicated beginner 
zone with lift and trails, a practice loop for the littlest ones, 
as well as rentals and lessons, the bike park offers an 
authentic mountain bike experience for all ages and abilities.

MOUNTAIN CLIMBING  
Take your guests on a guided Euro-style climbing 
adventure on the rugged cliffs of Mammoth Mountain.

GROUP ACTIVITIES & ADVENTURES
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 Winter 
With over 400 inches of annual snowfall and an 
incredible 300 days of sunshine a year, Mammoth is 
your fun-filled destination for a winter wedding.  

SKIING & SNOWBOARDING  
Mammoth has 3,500 skiable acres and over 150 named 
trails, making this a top choice for skiers and snowboarders. 
Whether you’re sending it from the top after the ceremony 
or holding hands in the beginner zone, there’s terrain for 
every skill level, as well as lessons and equipment rentals. 

NORDIC SKIING & SNOWSHOEING 
Explore the Mammoth Lakes Basin on cross-country 
skis or snowshoes for some scenic group adventures 
from the Tamarack Cross-Country Ski Center. 
Rentals, lessons and guided tours are available.

SNOWMOBILING  
Get off the beaten path and take in the scenic sights on 
a snowmobile adventure through the High Sierra. Mellow 
cruisers and hard chargers alike will find big fun exploring 
tree-lined trails and massive meadows on a guided excursion.

TUBING & SNOW PLAY  
Looking for something that everyone will enjoy? Head 
to Woolly’s Tube Park for all-time fun for all ages. Take 
a lift to the top, then bomb down the groomed lanes 
as fast as you dare in a high-speed snow tube.

Even the littlest ones will find big fun in the snow play area 
while the adults catch the action from a heated deck complete 
with a snack bar offering hot cocoa and adult beverages.

SNOWCAT TOURS 
Enjoy the heated comfort of a luxury snowcat tour up to 
one of Mammoth’s most scenic spots. At the vista, toast 
to the landscape and enjoy a spread of delicious eats.

GROUP ACTIVITIES & ADVENTURES
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WEDDINGS AT MAMMOTH & JUNE
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